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1.INTRODUCTION: Since 1969, when it was observed the event
'Andromeda' by Brasil-Japan Emulsion Chamber Collaboration-
BJECC, others events, looking like the pionner one, was de-
tected and are turning to be one of the main themes of Cosmic
Ray experiments. Nowadays, in 4 mountain stations(Kambala-Chi
na, Chacaltaya-Bolivia, Pamir-Soviet Union and Fuji-Japan), -
huge Cosmic Ray exposed Emulsion Chambers are constructed un-
der name of International Collaborations, and constitute a
world-wide effort to catch such type of events.
This paper aims to be a detailed description of the event de-
tected in the second chamber of Japan-Urss Collaboration. A
preliminary description was already published(l) and from
that time a careful microscopic scanning was carried out.
2.METHODS: Fig.l is the sketch of the chamber. As the Japane-
se sensitive X-ray films are
4cm inserted only in 4 layers, be-
I(PT-gM)//(N) ein_ 2 in the F-Block and the
I " _,_,,x_,x,2(PT-GM)//(N+#]OO) other 2 in the H-Block, the
I " _.k_._._._.._-k_I (PT-6M)/I(PT-CII.I) usual way of BJECC for energv
::::::::::: determination is not applica-
.-;:::_..:.
::::::::::: 60cm _arge£ ble, a different method of en-
•-::::-:-;: er_y determination was devel-
;:::::::::: oDped by T.Shibata(2), method
........... that was used in the present
3cm ,_X_,X'X_ paper. Japanese and SovieticI ('PT-6M) II (N)
,,_\_\\_\, groups, usin_ their respective
I " _\\x_x\_ 2(PT-gM)//(N._IOO)materials and their own meth-
I(_T-6M)/I(PT-C_) ods, made energy determination
Fig.l Sketch of the chamber of this event. A check was re-
lead plates cently made, obtaininq consist
ent energy values.
rubber plates 3.RESULTS: Main characteris -
tics of the event are summarized in Table I. From there we
see that ar4ound half (56%) of the scanned individual showers
are inside the central area of (l. Sxl.5)cm 2. They carries
about 76% of the energy. (FEy+_EY)_h of the individual showers2
and the energy inside the central square of (l. Sxl.5)cm is
3
equal to 2.5x10 TeV, approximately equal to the energy deter
mined by h_lo measurement (=2.9xi0 3 TeV). So, the remaining
400 TeV are distributed into many showers with energy less
than 1 TeV and that causes the blacked region of the event.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19850027623 2020-03-20T17:19:56+00:00Z
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TABLE I
Zenith an_le: (18+2) de_rees
Detection: e,y and hadrons (efficiency for hadrons = 80%)
_Radius = 1 2 cmHalo Rhalo "
nergy = 2.9xi03 TeV
177
umber 112 inside central square of (l. Sxl.5)cm 2
e,Y>lTeV_Ener_y 2,000(E (I. 5xl. 5)era2
IZEy/TeV 1,651 inside central sq. of%--
IN " 35(44
umoer 7(9) ) 2inside central sq. of (l. Sxl.5)cm
Hadrons _ _
" _ I_(_ _nergy ±,25411,567)
(EHYJ>I_ TeV) I_EhY)/TeV 822(1.028) inside sq. of
(i. 5xl. 5)cm 2
Notes:a)the efficiency was calculated as ref._, i.e.
efficiency = exp(-4/lhCOS e) - exp{-(T-To)/lhCOS 8)},
where the nuclear collision mean free path Xh was a_
sumed as 30 c.u. Pb, To=vertical traverse in lead over
which an electron shower develop above the detection
threshold (assumed T =4 c.u. Pb) and T is the thick -O
ness of Pb layers + target.
b)radius of halo, Rhalo is defined as the distance from
the center to the point where the electron density is
106/cm 2 .
c)hadrons was identified as shower spots observed only
in H-Block(22) + shower spots showing transition cur
ve with 2 peaks(6) + shower spots showinz transitio_
curve adjustable to analytical y transition curve(7).
d)figures in the parentheses gives the value after cor-
rection 6f detection efficiency.
Fig.2 shows the integral fractionary energy spectrum of elec
trons/gamma-rays. Others events are included and the marks --
are:Afor the concerned event,O for Andromeda,X for Ursa Ma-
" ior, •for Mini-Andromeda III and the smooth curve is the ave
raze of five families with ZE =(1,000-3,000) TeV of Mt. Fuji--
experiment(3). Fiz.3 shows th_ same kind of spectrum for had
rons. Marks are the same as Fig.2. From the coments of Tabl_
I, it is clear that the number of identified hadrons is the
minimum, because it was used a very restrictive criterion. A1
so, looking for the figures (13 continuing showers from F- -
Block to H-Block and labeled as hadrons) and the 22 hadrons
observed only in H-Block, we confirm the above affirmation.
Fig.4 is the lateral distribution of energy flow, where R is
the distance of shower from the energy weigthed center,center
of y's only. Hatched areas are for identified hadrons.
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The individual show- "_o
ers was observed in '_ /_
the central (1.sxl.b) .--
2 .,,_ r--1%"
cm area, by micros- Sx1_ '_ .rp_ h.a.d,r'or_
copic scanning in the
_i00 type Fuji X-ray ""_
films(fine grains) ad
d_dto showerscan- _ "--_Io,ned by naked eyes i 0 I ' 40 -K(_T,.)
the A-type Sakura X- Fig.4
ray films(high sensi
tivity). From this [canning it is clear the existence of two
clusters, formed by 76 sr)ots_ each one containing y's and al
so hadrons. The showers of these two clusters are distributed
in the distances smaller than R _ that characterizes the pro-
nounced pek of Fig.4 c• :,:
Table II
lateral energy-normalized
energy lateral spread
event name spread F, E (TeV)
.,'¢
Rc (m_m) R<Rc Y RcXR<R7 Ey (GeV. Kin)
C
.'.f_
P2 C-96-125 2.5 1,338(66.9%) 3.3
Andromeda l.O 323(7.2%) 0.32
Ursa Haior 4.0 700(52.1%) 2.8
H.A.I 6.3 734(55.0%) 4 6
M.A.II i. 6 390 (43.9%) 0.62
H.A. Ill 2.5 796 (31.5%) 2.0
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Notes:* For definition of R and data of other events see(4)C
**Figures in the parentheses are the fraction of ener-
ZY to the total enerzy of electromaznetic component
4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS: Comparison of this event shows
similar features with other events. Remarkable difference is
the existence of two central clusters carrying 67% of elec-
tromagnetic enerzy and 64% of hadronic energy. Under the
__ same restrictive criterion
i_ "" for hadron identification,
*A_A_,_A_ _ from where it was obtainedthe above figures, it was
_ [k_ _._ _ _*_'A _ made a EyRy integral distri-_ • bution(fi_.5). Marks are_for
_ _ _k___ this event considerin_ y's]0 _ with Ry<Rc(=2.5mm) and & for
_ _ _X___ Ry<Rhalo(=12"0mm)" The distri
i _ i" _95-It_ bution for event P06 is from
|_93s-5_21 article:A Cosmic-Ray Nuclear.
i _GGS-t261 ..-Amato,Arata and Maldonado
P06 in this issue. Full lines are
from ref.5. So, the distribu-
tion obtained for this event
I i i _ I
I _ 3 is similar to that one obtain
E_R_CT_/.¢_) ed for events containing the-
so-called Giant-Mini-Cluster
Fig. 5 phenomena (see article of BJ
ECC in this issue).
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